
 

 

 
 
28th September 2021                                                           Chan/MC/21/2021 
 

CHANCERY NOTICE 
 

Resumption and Public Celebration of Sacraments (Negeri Sembilan - Phase 4) 
 

As we witness a gradual and steady improvement of the pandemic situation in various 
parts of the country and within the Archdiocese of Kuala Lumpur which is reflected in 
the recategorisation of different states under the National Recovery Plan (NRP), His 
Grace Most Reverend Julian Leow D.D., the Archbishop of Kuala Lumpur, having 
consulted the Archdiocesan Crisis Task Force Management Team, hereby decrees the 
following: 
 
1.0 Transition to Level 2 – Negeri Sembilan (under Phase 4) 

1.1. Subject to paragraph 5.0 hereunder, parishes in Negeri Sembilan may gradually 
transition to Level 2 of Appendix A under the Guidelines for Celebrating Sacraments 
under the NRP (Archdiocesan Guidelines) with the resumption of public Masses from 
the 9th of October 2021. 
 
1.2. The total number of persons allowed for each public Mass should not exceed one 
third of the full capacity of the church to allow adequate distancing. This will also apply 
to weddings and funerals. 
 
1.3. Pre-registration should be done and seats/ pews should be numbered for the 
purpose of contact tracing. 
 
1.4. Full vaccination is required for all those who wish to attend public Masses (See 6.2 
below). 
 
1.5. Parish Priests should ensure that the number of Masses scheduled are increased 
in a gradual manner in order to allow the protocols to be fine-tuned within the parish. 
 
1.6. All other services and sacraments included under Level 1 may continue. 
 
1.7. Confessions before Mass may resume at the discretion of the Parish Priest. 
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2.0. Sacrament of Confirmation for Negeri Sembilan 
 
2.1. The Sacrament of Confirmation may be conferred in the parishes located within 
Negeri Sembilan which is under Phase 4 of the NRP. 
 
2.2. The Mass where this sacrament is conferred should not be one of the public 
Masses offered for parishioners under 1.0. 
 
2.3. If the candidates for confirmation have not been fully vaccinated, they should take 
an approved COVID 19 self-test at least 48 hours before Confession and another test 
be taken 48 hours before their Confirmation, if both sacraments are celebrated on 
different days. If Confirmation is conferred within 24 hours after Confession, one test 
would be sufficient. The parishes should ensure that only those who have tested 
negative for COVID 19 are allowed to come for confession/ confirmation. 
 
2.4. Depending on the capacity of the Church (see 1.2. above), the Parish Priest may 
set limits on attendance of parents, sponsors and other guests. For the benefit of 
family and friends who are unable to attend the Confirmation Mass due to seating 
constraints, the parish may provide live streaming of the Mass, where this is possible. 
 
2.5. All other attendees at the Confirmation Mass should be fully vaccinated (see 6.2 
below). 
 
3.0 Infant Baptisms and First Holy Communion 

Due to the higher risks posed to infants and children below the age of 12 years with 
the emergence of variants and the ineligibility of this category to receive vaccination, 
infant baptisms and first holy communion (except in the case of an emergency) will 
remain suspended until further notice. 
 
4.0 Parishes located under Phase 2 and Phase 3 states 

4.1. The Archdiocesan Crisis Task Force is currently recommending that parishes under 
Phase 2 and Phase 3 states should remain under Level 1 of the Archdiocesan 
Guidelines. 
 
4.2. The Archdiocesan Crisis Task Force will conduct a weekly evaluation of the 
situation based on the following indicators: vaccination rate of state, percentage of 
utilisation of hospital bed and ICU, and 7 days average trends before making their 
recommendations to the Archbishop for his decision to move an area to Level 2. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
4.3. Whilst waiting for the decision of the Archbishop under item 4.2, the parishes 
should begin making all the necessary preparations for resumption of public Masses 
as highlighted in the following paragraphs. 
 
5.0 Ventilation 

5.1. Before public Masses can resume, the Parish Response Team is to ensure that the 
venue for such celebration has proper ventilation in accordance with the Archdiocesan 
Guidelines and the Guidelines issued by the Department of Public Safety and Health in 
the Workplace. No public Masses are to resume until such steps have been taken to 
improve the ventilation in accordance with the above guidelines. 
 
5.2. Windows and doors of the church should be fully opened, even if the air-
conditioner is turned on, to ensure good ventilation. 
 
5.3. Scheduling masses and other celebration during the earlier hours of the morning 
may also help in providing a cooler environment. 
 
5.4. As an alternative, open air venues (car park) or covered porches or spaces with 
good ventilation are preferable. 
 
6.0 Vaccination Requirement 

6.1. Based on the MKN and MNU requirement, full vaccination is required for those 
who wish to attend public Masses in states under Phase 2 and Phase 3. The 
Archdiocese also requires that parishes under Phase 4 continue to admit only fully 
vaccinated individuals in the interim with the exception of Confirmation candidates 
under item 2.2 above. 
 
6.2. Full vaccination requires that a person has received 2 doses of Pfizer/ Astrazeneca 
/ Sinovac vaccine and completed at least 14 days from the date of the second dose OR 
1 dose of Johnson & Johnson/ Cansino vaccine and completed at least 28 days from 
the date of vaccination. 
 
6.3. Vaccination is proving to be the best way to reduce the spread of Covid-19 and its 
variants, which are on the rise and threaten to overwhelm the hospital system, 
seriously impacting the level of care medical professionals can provide to the ill and 
the vulnerable in our country. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
6.4. The Archdiocese of Kuala Lumpur continues to do its utmost to protect both the 
physical and spiritual needs of its faithful. It takes the directives of public health 
seriously and understands the need to make sacrifices to protect the common good, 
and to be prudent in slowing the spread of the virus. His Grace Archbishop Julian once 
again urges each person to prayerfully consider vaccination, and to discern a decision 
that will best protect themselves, their loved ones, and the common good. 
 
6.5. For those who may still have questions about vaccines, we would strongly 
encourage you to see your priest and/or a doctor to clarify any doubts that you may 
possess with regards to issues of morality and the efficacy of these vaccines. 
 
7.0. As our parishes prepare to resume the celebration of public Masses in the near 
future, let us continue to remain vigilant even as we offer thanksgiving to God for His 
faithfulness and love in the words of the Psalmist: 
 
“Enter his gates with thanksgiving and his courts with praise; 
Give thanks to him and praise his name. 
For the Lord is good and his love endures forever; his faithfulness continues through 
all generations.” 
(Psalm 100: 4-5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rev Fr Michael Chua 
Chancellor 
Archdiocese of Kuala Lumpur 
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